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Abstract
The need for a transportation system in the United States, as well as the entire world,
has long been a key factor for the high-level, fast paced society we know today. The desire
to explore and expand territory and influence spawning from curiosity and instinctive nature
of man has played a large role in the many eras of invention and progress, bringing a once
primitive existence to the significantly advanced modern life in which we live. From the
stone wheel to the metal wings of a plane, our intellectual advancement has progressed
significantly, and over the years the demand for transportation is increasing and paramount to
survive in an ever-moving society. Civil Engineering, the first and perhaps more broad
en gineering disc ipline, has spawned many children from its deep roots of development and
improv ing the world. Transportation Engineering is one of these offspring, and is in essence
one of the newer and less established disciplines. The element of design is the fuel that keeps
the body of all engineering disciplines running. Therefore, due to the rapid growth of cities
and even countries, there is an increasing need for transportation-based engineers in society.
Considering this need, this thesis focuses on the design of one of the main means of
transportation, the interstate system. The concept that will be addressed is the significance
and application of one of the facilities of transportation in the United States, the interstate
system ; more specifically in the state of Louisiana.
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CHAPTER I
THE UNITED STATES INTERSTATE SYSTEM
Int rod uction
The U nited St ates during the 1930s was in a period of development and exp ansion,
The citizens in the United States, mostly the more w ealthy ind ividuals, were dem anding a
means of trave l for thei r new vehicles and this upl ifting of complaints and deman ds gained
the attention of Preside nt Eisenhow er, who in turn brought it before Con gress . A t this time,
the roads were described as very pr imiti ve, tot all y dirt ba sed , and the brid ges we re crumbly
and unstabl e. These conditions we re quite inconvenient for travelers, due to rain y weather,
which caused muddy and sometimes non-navigable terrain co nditions, ma kin g driver s
un comfortable . President Eisenhower recognized the need for improvement of the
transportation sys tem, and in 1938, the Federal-Aid Highway Act was subm itted to Co ngress .
Thi s was the first of a series of serious attempts to develop a nati onal road way system.
The main focus of thi s act wa s to improve upon the design of the roadway system,
and ever since the act was approved, there have been institutions and administrations
de ve loped to m ake the United States Highway System more efficient and advanced .

History of the United States Interstate System
A s stated before, the Fe daral-Aid Hi ghway Act was the first act wit h intent for
application of a highway system in the United States. Th e purpose of thi s act was to study
the feas ibility of a toll -financed system of thr ee East- We st and three N orth-South
superhighways. From thi s study, offic ials found out thi s system could not be se lf-support ing .
Instead, they op ted for a 26,700-mile network .

Getting thi s act off of the ground proved more difficult than expected . With any maj or
proj ect comes finances, and the proper measures had to be taken in order to mak e sure the
m oney wa s supplied. Congress passed further legisl ation in the form of the Federal-A id
H ighway Act of 1944. Th e act chartered a "National System ofInterstate Highways" and
exp anded the network close to 40,000 miles. Soon state highway agencie s and the
Department of Defens e planned nati onwide routes . However, because no specific funds wer e
authorized for con struction , there was little progress .
Soon after becoming president in 1953 , President Eis enhower authorized the firs t
funding of the interstate system. The Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1954 set aside $ 17 5
million for the project. Ev en this amount of money was not enou gh for the system that
Eisenhower envisioned, and he continued to press for fu nds. Two years later , the expanded
Fede ral-Aid Highway Act of 1956 auth orized a bud get of $2 5 billi on, of which th e federal
share w ould be 90 percent. The system, which was meant to span a total of 66,000 km (or
41 ,012 mi ) due to exp ansion and dev elopment, now stretches for more than 74, 600 k111
(46, 380 mi)" an d continues to expand annually. Th e system that is kno wn today was giv en
its actual nam e by former President George Bush. The national system of interstate
highways is now known as th e Dwi ght D. Eisenhower System of Interstate and D efense
Highways.
The interstate system in Loui siana is appro ximately forty years old. There is no
research informa tion ava ilable prior to 1964 on any interstate roads or developm ents . Th e
first interstate developm ents bega n in Sulphur, Loui siana to Iowa , Louisiana. Thi s was the
part ial con struction of the 1··10 interstate road. Since then, the interstate has connected from
Texas thr ough Ne w Or leans heading towards Mississippi. Louisiana contains some of the

most brilliantly engineered interstate systems in the U nited States. The major interstate, I 
10, spans totally across the entire portion of southern Louisiana from the "heel" to the "toe"
of the state. In some spans of this interstate, it is clear to see that more in depth thought was
put into constructing specific lengths of road than others. Such cases in that the road spans
across swamplands and marshes, not usually accessible by roads, are major engineering
accomplishments. These special cases allow for a more aesthetic view of the state of
Louisiana, taking the traveler through natural settings otherwise not seen if not properly
designed. The problems, solved by engineers, not only brought a "flavor" to the state, but
also capitalized on economic concerns as well. The design of these transportation facilities
must take every factor and discrepancy into consideration, in order to produce the most
efficient outcome.

Naming the Highways
There is a specific procedure for naming highways from standards and regulations set
by Congress. This procedure is governed predominantly by a numbering system , single and
two-digit. Roads that run from north to south consist of only odd numbers, while roads that
stretch from east to west are designated by even num bers . North to South spanning roads
number conventions begins in the west and increase moving east. For example, I - 5 runs
north and south along the West Coast, while I - 95 runs north and south along the East coast.
Correspondingly, East-West routing numbers beg in in the south. Also, major routes are more
likely to traverse cities and are the shortest and mos t direct line of travel. Connecting
interstate routes that travel around a city can")' three-digit numbers. This naming syst em has
been a constant since its incorporation into the interstate and highway system in the United
States.
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Most Traveled Interstate Roads
There are many inter states an d highways in Louis iana, some spann ing north to south,
orne east to west. The names of the major interstates arc: 1-10,1-12 , I-2 0, 1-49,
[-55, I-5 9, an d 1-69. Th e m ajor highways are highway 90, highway 190. T here are many
more highways and interstates, however, these roads are connecting inte rstate routes that
travel around a cit y, which are three-di git numbered interstates.
Another characteristic of Loui siana interst ates are its bridges over riv ers and
wetlan ds. T he design of interstates takes careful planning when bridges are incorporated into
the system, especia lly in densely populated areas . The Mi ssissippi River, the mos t impo rta nt
ver in Loui siana , has many br idges that cros s over it, and the bridge s in Loui sian a are no
ption. As stated before, the brid ges that too k the most plann ing are the br idges th at cross
Atchafalaya swamp connecting Baton Rou ge to Lafayett e and the on es that cross th e
e Pontchatrain area co nnecti ng cities from Bat on Rouge to New Orl eans.

tement of the Problem
The purpose of this researc h is to bring to light the advanceme nt and pr ogress of th e
rstate system in the Uni ted Stat es, and how ce rtain topo graphi c pro blems are overcom e in

esi gn of the se hi ghway fac ilit ies, partic ularly in Louisian a, wh ose so il distribution is one
m ost non-unifor m in the country.

CHAPTER 2
DEVELOPMENT OF A HIGHWAY PROJECT
Divisions of the Louisiana DOTD

There are many subdivisions or the DOTD organizat ion , all of which work tog ether
for one common goal. Th ese divi sion s include the P roj ect Development D ivision, Office of
Planning and Programming, the Maintenance Divisi on, and the Operations Divi sion.
According to the Roadway Design Procedur es and De tails H andbo ok fro m the
Louisiana Department of Tr ansportation and D evelopment, the Project De velopment
D ivision is responsib le for pl an deve lopm ent and the preparation of the con structi on
docu ments. In additi on, right-o f-way acqui sition and con sultant contracts administration are
also part of the duti es th is division perform s. In this division, there are sev eral subsectio ns .
Th e Re al Estate Secti on is responsible for " acquiring the right- of-w ay neces sary for a project.
Thi s includes appraisals, negoti atio ns wi th property owners, and recording acq uisitions in the
ap propriate parish courthouse. This section also provides estim ates of right-of-way and
location costs for use in evaluating alternate alignments durin g the en vironmental phase of
roj ect development.'?" In addition, they deal with the disposal of exces s ri ght- of-way.
Th e Location and Survey Sec tion is responsible for "prov iding all field surveys
uired for plan development and property surveys required for plan development and
operty surv eys used in the development s ofr ight-of-way maps. Thi s section is also
po nsible for right-of-way map prep arati on. Thes e services can be furnis hed either by ine forces or by use of con sultant ' s servic es. In support of design activities, they also
lop aerial photogr aph y and aerial layout sheets when requi red for environmental
:::ea.rance or plan devel opm ent. The Bridge Design is resp onsi ble for th e preparati on of all
~~

p lans and other struc tura l details, such as retaining walls, gua rdrai l stand ards, sign
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supports, and barri er rails . This section also has an electrical design unit and a me chanical
design unit. The electrical unit pro vides plan detail s of electrical systems for buildings ,
movable bridges, road way lighting, and overhead signs. The mechanical uni t provides plan
details of the me chanical co mpo nents for mov able brid ges. Thi s section a lso administers the
Pa veme nt and Ge otec hnical Secti on.,,4 The Pavement and Geotechnical Section is
respons ible for " pavement structural desi gn, embankment stability analyses, settlement
analyses, and soil foundation design. Upon request, they obt ain subgrade soil bori ngs for use
in these acti vities. Th ey also obtain the pH and resistivi ty data for the Desi gner 's use in
determini ng gage an d coating requirements for met al drainage pipe.?"
Still another subsection is the Contact Servi ces, the "Contract Services Section
provides support to Road Design by developing consult ant contracts and obtaining con sult ant
services, pro viding construction contract documents, and managin g construction contracts.
TI1e section is divided into three units, each responsible for distin ct fun ctions."? These
include the Contracts and Spe cifications , Consultant Contract Serv ices, and the Contracts
1anagement Section .
The next divi sion in the Dep artm ent of Transportation and Development is the Office

of Plann ing and Pro gramming, whi ch has several responsibilities directly related to the Road
Des ign Section , including: highway planning; dat a co llection and analysis; con gestin g and
safety on state highways ; and obtaining environmental clearanc e.

Th e first sub section in the O ffice of Planning and Programming is the Highway
Planning Sec tion. This secti on is responsible for " devel oping the high way const ructio n

rogram'" . This duty involves the "coordination of the evaluation, rating, and prior itizin g of

y highway improvements on the state maintained highway systern. ?" other duties include

inspection of state routes and the analyses from those inspections, along with other
orm ation to determine if the program that will be recommended to the Legislature. Public
et ings are also org anized by this sect ion to pre sent the proposed program to the public.

The next subsection is the Data Collection and Analysis Section, which is responsible for
e roadway inven tory of all state and local highways.?" They m aintain up-to-date records

f traffic counts on the highway system. This section produces traffic maps, parish maps,
d city maps for DOTD.
Another section in this division is the Congestion and Safety Section. This section
intains accid ent data. The handbook description for this section says, "They coordinate
e development of abnormal accident lists with the highway districts. This section also
oordinates the programming of roadway projects developed by Metropolitan Planning
ganizations (M PO) and DOTD projects in metropolitan areas. :"
The final section in the Office of Plann ing and Programming is the Environmental
tio n. This particu lar section obtains environmental clearance for projects when required .
. involves preparing the appropriate draft documents, conducting public meetings and/o r
lie hearings, and coo rd inating review and approval of the documents with FEWA and
er federal state agencies.

The next division in the DOTD is the Construction Division. In this divis ion,
- ersonnel provid e expert ad vice in areas relatin g to the construction of roads and bridges.:"
y are also a link between the headquarters offices and con structi on activities in the
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districts. In addition, the Co nstruction D ivision provide s the des igner wi th soil borings and
analysis used in the design pr ocess. Thre e components of the C onstruction Di vision have a
direct relationship w ith design activ ities . Acco rding to the handbook, these co mpo nents are
the Systems Construction Un it, the Stru ctural Co nstruction Unit, and the Materials and
Testing Lab.
"The M aintenance D ivision support s the Roa d Design Section by providin g exp ert
advice in Traffic Engineering and by coo rdinating activities with rail road com panies. '?" Two
un its of the Ma intenance Di vision have respon sibility for these tas ks. These two units are the
Railroad Maintenance Unit , which is responsible for "coordinating w ith the various rail way
ompanies fo r the reconstruc tion or new constru cti on of railr oad crossings on highway
proj ects, and the Traffic Engin eering and Services Section, which is responsible for the
review and approval of all construction signing layouts and traffic striping an d marking
plans.""
The last mentioned divi sion in the handbook is the Operations Division, which is
responsible for the ope rations of the nine highway distri cts. Each district has the fo llowing
sections, which are involved w ith the Road Design Section in the plan development process.
"n 1e Construction Section, whos e personnel att end the P!an-in-Han d Inspection and rev iew
plans pri or to bid s being taken to insure that adeq uate p lan deta ils are included to facilitate
proper pr oj ect construction. The Maintenance Section, wh ich reviews the plan s prior to bids
ing taken to insure that there are no areas for which main tenance will be a pr oblem after
onstru ction. The T raffic En gineering Section, which prepares reports that recommend
im provements to enhance traffic flo w and safety. These reports may be the basis for a new
roj ect, or provide guidance to the designer on areas that may need spec ial consideration

dur ing plan development. This unit also develops the Abnormal Accident Location Li sting,
wh ich is used by the H ighw ay Planning Section in developing a priority list of safety
proj ects. The District Real Estate agents work with personnel in the Real Estate Section in
the Project Development "Civision to acquire all req uired right-of- way . They negotiate with
pro perty owners and are responsible for recordin g the right-of-way acquisitions in the pari sh
courthouses. Finally, the Uti lity R elocation Section deals with the coordination with owners
of utilities loc ated w ithin each project to insure that all utility conflicts are addressed prior to
construction. As part of this function, they review relocation cost estimates and plans
prepared by the utility companies. ?" Ne edless to say, the many divi sions and its sections and
subsections are all essential in the project developm ent process.

Project Development Process
In order for a project to be carried out, there are a number of events that must take
place. Each step invo lves every section in the Department of Transportation an d
D evelopment in some direct or indirect way. According to th e handbook, the fir st step in the
process is the prog ramm ing of the project. " A project is cre ated when a section of highway
is included in the annual PROPOSED HIGHWAY CONSTRUCTION PROGRAM
(commonly called th e Priority P rogram). Typically, proj ects are included in the program
aft er they are identified by a continuing needs study of the state maintained syst em,
conducted in accor dance with Act 334 of the 1974 Legislature. The Priority Program must
be enacted into law annually by the Legisl ature and establishes the projects for which state
find s can be sp ent for either construction or engineering. Th e Proj ect Control Section usually
assigns a project number before any work begins on th e proj ect. If necessary and
appropriate, th e R oad De sign Se ction will in itiate a request for assi gnment of a project
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number. Separate numbers may be assigned for prel iminary engineering, construction and
right-of-way. If applicable, a federal aid number is also assign ed. :"
The next step involves the Environmental Section. This section determines the
appropriate method required to obtain environmental clearance. This can range from a
" Categorical Exclusion (CE) or Environmental Assessment (EA) , to an En vironmental
Impact Statement (EIS). Step three deal s with the type of environmental clearance needed.
If a project is determined to require a CE, it is assi gned directly to the Desi gn Section for
plan development to beg in. In this case , environmental activity begin s when preliminary
plans are submitted for Plan-In-Hand. If the project requires another type of cle arance, a
mo re extensive environmental proces s is followed .,,4 The follo win g step also includes the
Environmental Section. This section establi shes a wide corridor that will be environmentally
cleared. All environmental impacts within the corridor must be addressed. "After the
corridor is established , the next step is for the Design Section to develop as many horizontal
roadway ali gnm ents within the corridor as practical from an engineering standpoint.
A lignments are based on the Dep artment' s standards and policies. :" Next , a public meeting
is scheduled to inform the public of the proposed project and its impacts to the local area.
The type of roadway improvem ent, required right-of-way, impact on structures and other
envi ronmental impact s are presented to the public. The public has an opportunity to voice its
concerns and have them entered into the official transcript for the meeting. DOT D design
per sonn el attend the meeting to answer any questions from the public. Once th e public has
voiced their opinion, the Environmental Section either develops the environmental document
in-house or ove rsees the development of the document by a consultant. TIle type of
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document prepared depends upon the proposed action (CE, EA , or EIS). A preferred
alignment alternative should be determined during this phase.
Next, the lead federal agency (typically FHWA) has the opportunity to review the
document and make comments. " After all comments are addressed and the agency has
approved the document, the document is made available to the public at various locations for
review. After receiving agency approval of the document for distribution, a public hearing is
then scheduled by the Environmental Section. The preferred alignment is presented at the
hearing. A gain, the public has the opportunity to enter comments into the official transcript
of the meeting. Once the final document is completed , it is sent to the lead federal agency for
authorization to begin the design.?" Next, the project is sent to the Design Section and a
Design Coordinator is assigned. "In some cases, this step is done in step five so that
assistance in the environmental process can be provided. The Road Design Coordinator is
the principal manager unless the main purpose of the project involves a bridge. In that case,
the Bridge Design Coordinator may be the principal manager.?"

For projects that have not been through the scoping process as outlined in the first
step, and for projects where the type of improvement to be made and the exact project limits
are vaguely defined or questionable, the next step is for the Design Section to initiate a field
inspection. " A representative of the Design Section participates in the field inspection with
representatives of the Construction Section (Headquarters and District). From this meeting,
recommendations concerning the project scope are made for approval by the Chief Engineer
or his representative. A complete topographic survey is then requested from the Location
and Survey Section. For projects that require the full environmental process, surveys can

som etimes be perfo rm ed dur ing the env ironmenta l phas e so that the project line and grade
ca n be set, im pacts to righ t -of-way can be identified, or for other reasons. Aft er the survey
data is received, the Design Co ordinator reviews the information for accuracy and
com pleteness. In addition , the coordinator notes any specia l features or anti cipated
roblems. At any po int in the design process, the Location and Survey Sectio n w ill furni sh
additional survey information , if need ed, upon request from the De signer.?"
Next, proj ect data is coll ected . In order to prov ide adequate inform ation to conduct
the Pre-Design Conference, th e followin g data should be obt ained: "aerial ph otographs from
the Location and Surv ey Section, De sign Standards from the Road D esign Section, pari sh
and/or cit y maps with the project limits noted, copi es of plans of adj ac ent projects (recently
ompleted or und er design), copies of the DOTD Summary Log , traffic data fr om the D ata
Collection and An alysis Sec tion , and acciden t history from the Co ngestion and Safety
.ction. After proj ect dat a is collected, the design secti on requests that the Data Collection
and Analysis Section fur nish data for eac h project. Th e requ est for m and a map sho w ing the
proj ect limits are included wi th the letter of reque st. In the request for m, the item not ed as
C urrent T raffic is the estima ted traffic at the projected date of construction completion. The
zraffic data indicates the average am ount of traffic for the length of the project. If there is a
signi ficant change in the am ount of traffic within the proj ect limits , traffic dat a may be
furn ished fo r one or more segments of the project. Turning mov ement cou nts at specific
int ersection location s may be obtained if needed . O nce all informati on is obtained, the R oad
Des ign Engineer Administrator, or the Section Admi nistra tor man agin g the proj ect, requ ests
that the Chief Engineer schedule the Pre-Design Conference. The Chief Engineer w ill invite
representatives from the fo llowing areas: Road Design Se ction, Bridge Desi gn Section,
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Plann ing and Pr ogramming Section, District Ad ministrator and /or Construction and
Maintenance representative, Headquarters Construction Section. Other individuals may be
invited also, according to the level of involvement the have with the project. ?"
N ext is the preparation of preliminary plans, which includes "approval of all
horizontal and vertical geometries, preparation of preliminary road and bridge p lans, and all
hydraulic analysis and design required for the project. All basic design decisions and
recommendations are made and included in the plans."? Next, the roadway typical section
design is developed. The designer requests a pavement design for the project from the
Pavement and Geotechn ical Section. "The request should include copies of the traffic data,
preliminary plan-profile sheets with the proposed grade shown, and the completed District
Checklist. The Pavement and Geotechnical Section provides the type and thickness of
pavement, base course and any special embankment or sub grade treatment. This section also

..

requests the sub grade soil survey, probings, and the pH and resistivity data from the
Materials and Testing Lab for use in developing the roadway typical section.,,4
The next step is the hydraulic analysis and review. This step occurs after the desi gn
of all drainage structures is completed and shown on the preliminary plans, the plans and
hydraulic calculations are sent to the Hydraulics Section for review and comment. The
following step in this process is the preparation of the preliminary bridge plans. The Bridge
Design Section is responsible for the preparation of preliminary bridge plans for all bridges
included in the project. " Plans will be provided to the Road Design Section for incorporation
into the project plan set. Close coordination between the Road Design Section and the
Bridge Design Section is essential to insure that the designs are compatible." Next is the
approval of the geometric design. Once establ ished, one set of prints is furnished to the

....
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Geometric Design Engineer for review and approval. The next step is the Plan-in-Hand
Inspection. This step is conducted when preliminary plan development is ninety-five percent
complete. "This is normally the stage when all basic design decisions, or recommendations,
have been made and shown on the plans . The Plan-in-Hand Inspection serves two primary
purposes. First, it permits the inspection party to evaluate the topography changes that might
affect the plans. Second , it provides an opportunity for various sections and agencies to
discuss the project and make recommendations . Personnel from other sectio ns inv olved in
the project are invited to attend the Plan-in-Hand Inspection and offer comments. Includ ed
in thi s personnel are the Headquarters Construction, D istrict Construction, and Proj ect
Engineers. A lso, the District Maintenance Engineer, District Utility Representative, District
Real Estate Manager, District Design Engineer, District Traffic Operations Engineer, and the
Bridge Design Engineer are incl uded in the Plan-in-Hand Inspection . In addition to outside
personnel, external agencies are also invited to attend the inspection.?" The next step after
the inspection is the transmittal of the final right-of-way taking line s. At this point, the
prelim inary p lan phase is cons idered one hundred percent complete. The next step in the
Ian of action is to prepare the final plans. "Preparation can begin after the appropriate
environm ental clearance has been received . Following the final plans , the final right-of-way
maps are prepared. These maps show property owners' names , existing property lines,
requ ired right -of-way lines, and the amount of property to be obtained by the Department
from each property owner. When the Loc ation and Survey Section completes the maps,
prin ts are furnished to the desi gner. The pri nts are checked against the construction plans for
any discrepancies. As the final plans are being assembled, the des igner obtains the traci ngs
of the right-of-way maps, and inco rporates them into the roadway plans . Next, rig ht-of-way

quisition is needed. The Real Estate Section is respon sible for preparing appraisals and
gotiating with property ow ners to acquire the right -of- way neces sar y for con struction of
e project. The final preliminary plans and fin al right-of-way maps are used as the basis for
e negotiations. In the process of negotiating with prop erty owners, certain agreements m ay

be reached that affect the plans. The designer requests such agreements from the Real Estate
Section during the latter stages of final plan development so that the plan s can be revised.
These agreements may be related to dri veways, fence s, gates, drilling water well s, rebuilding
pon ds, movin g or demolishing buildings, etc. The District Utility Representative arranges
or utilities to be relocat ed that are in conflict wit h the proposed construction. All utilities
mus t be relocated prior to beginning construction. Plans are transmitted to the District
Utilities Representative and the Utilities and Permits Section for their use in preparing the
agreements. Final bridge plans are then produced next. Wh en the plans are complete, the
final tracings are sen t to the designer and included in the plans . Bridge plan s show all
alignment, grade, and structural detail s pertaining to the bridg e. The designer should revie w
these plan s to mak e sure that the alignment and brid ge grades are compatible with the
roadway plan s. Any changes required on the bridge plans are to be mad e only by the bridge
designer. Bridge design also furni she s a copy of the bridge cost estimate with the final
tracings. Quantities and unit pric es contained in this estimate are later incorporated into the
estimate of the total project COSt.,,4 Th e fin al aspect in the development of the project as far
as design con siderations are concerned is the final draina ge check. "For projects involving
drainage, final plan s are transmitted to the Hydraulics Section for th e final drainage check
after all hydraulic information is complete . Drainage calculations and plan sheets are
hecked fo r confo rmance with establ ished drainage crite ria, mathematical accuracy and
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rreet drafting details. Standard plans for various types of pipe headwalls, catch basins, box

ulverts, etc . are use d: ,4 For special cas es where existing stan dard plans do not apply,
snecial details arc prepared. There are several other steps involved in the total process,
ho wever, they are mostly technical procedure and will not be discussed in this research.

CHAPTER 3
DESIGN OF AN INTER STATE SYSTEM
"Interstate road s are classified by the Federal Highway Admi nistration as rural or

urban and as arterials or collectors, depending on what type of area these roads are located in.
Irban roads located in cities of 25,000 peop le or more , and they serve areas of high-dens ity

and deve lopment. Urban roads are used primar ily for commuting and shopping trips . Rural
roads are located outside of cities and serve as links between population centers. Arterial
roads are intended to serve trave l between areas and prov ide improved mobility."! The
inte rstate system in Louisiana is mainly classified as major principal arterials , how ever the
ub-classification of rural and urban alternate in and out of cities.
Elements of Design
The interstate highway system is a combination of many different components that
make up even the simplest road. These "elements" must always be considered in any
highway or even street design, and is the basis for all traffic engineering. The se elements are
the sight distance, horizontal alignment, vertical alignment, and the combination of both the
horizontal and vertical alignm ent and its visu al impact on the driver.
Stopping Sigh t Distance
The elem ent of sight distance is self-explanat ory. It deals with the driver 's ability to
see ahead and react to the event s that may take place in front of them. Sight distance is
defined by the DOTD handbook as the "length of highway visible to a user of the highway'" .
There are however, four majo r types of sight distances that must be considered. Th e first is
stopping sight distance. This type of sight distan ce is the distance neede d for a vehicle to
stop on any type of highway, based on the height of the driver's eye as he or she sits in a car,
determined to be three and a half feet. The height of the 0 bstruction in the road is set at six

inches. The design vehicle in this case is a passenger vehicle, and the condi tions of the
pavement are assumed to be wet, which is typically the worst-case scenario in the state of
Louisiana . The stopping sight distance varies according to vehicle speed, obviously, and also
the speed the particular road was designed for.

Passing Sight Distan ce
The second type of sight d istance is the passing sight distance. It is defi ned by the
handbook as the "length of roadway required for a vehicle to safely complete a normal
assing maneuver. The length values are calculated based on the passenger vehicle and an
object height of four and a quarter feet, equivalent to the height of the standard passenger
vehicle.,,4 This type of sight distance is used mainly in two-lane projects, and is not
necessarily applicable in interstate situations.

Decision Sight Distanc e
The next type of sight distance mentioned in the DOTD handbook is decision sight
distance. This particular sight distance has many conditions. It is defined as the distance
needed for a driver to "detect an unexpected or diffi cult-to-perceive information source or
hazard in a roadway environment, recognize the hazard or its threat potential, select an
appropriate speed and path, and safely initiate and complete the required maneuver.l '" T his
type of distance is usually much longer than stopping sight distance, and it is important for
the engineer to use logical and careful judgment when designing an interstate road . " It is
important for the engineer to be consulted by th e Geom etries Section, to determi ne where
deci sion sight di stance should be provided on a highw ay, keeping in mind design constraints
such as right-of-way and environmental impacts.'>'!

Horizontal Alignment
The location and alignment that are used for a highway are influenced by factors such
as physical controls, environmental considerations, economics, safety, highway
classification, and design policies. The horizontal alignment cannot be approved until it is in
coordination with the vertical alignment and also the cross-sectional elements of the road.
Dealing with horizontal alignment, or the curvature of the highway, there are many types of
curves used in all types of roads . These include circular curves, compound curves, reverse
curves, spiral curves, and broken-back curves. Not all types of these curves are used, and the
most frequently used curves in the horizontal alignment are the circular, compound, and
broken-back curves.

Vertical Alignment
The vertical alignment of the highway, or the change in elevation, is related to the
stopping sight distance. DOTD typically uses symmetrical parabolic vertical curves at
changes in grade (elevation). According to the handbook, "in establishing the vertical
alignment, the designer should strive for a reasonable balance between general excavation
and embankment. Good engineering practice should be used in balancing cuts and fills,
considering such factors as maintenance of traffic, environmental impacts, and right-of-way
requirements. Also, developing areas with suitable passing sight distance or maintaining the
roadway above the high water elevation, as discussed in the following section, may control
the designer's ability to obtain a reasonable earthwork balance.:"

Combined Horizontal and Vertical Alignments
The DOTD roadway design handbook states that the horizontal and vertical alignments are
" permanent design elements that warrant thorough study'". Horizontal and vertical

ali gnm ents should not be designed independently, but should complement each other. In
other word s, the re should be continuity to both elem ents , which will lead to not onl y well
designed roads, but also safe and attractively constructed highways as well. Aestheticall y,
the coordination of both alignments can be achieved in several ways. " A sharp curve should
not be introduced at or near the low point of a sag vertical curve, which produces a distorted
appearance. On divided highways, a median with vari able width, and separate horizontal and
vertical ali gnments can be used.?" The main factor in this situation is consistency and fluid
motion of the road . Roads that are not properly and smoothly constructed are also a safety
hazard to the many dr ivers that trave l along it everyday, espe ciall y in the case of an interstate
ystem . " Sharp horizontal curves should not be introduced at or near the top of a pronounced
vertical curve, since the driver cannot perceive th e horizontal change in alignment. '?" This
factor alone is perhaps among the main determining factors in the approval of the design.

Geom etric Design of Facilities
When any road is being designed, many factors have to be considered. These factors
include the functional classification (maj or or minor arterials) of the highway being desi gned ,
the design speed (the predominant speed lim it range set for that particular road ), expected
traffic volume and vehicle mix, topography of the area in which the highway will be located,
available fun ds, safety, social and en vironmental factors. On ce the se factors are estimated or
measured, then design of the road can begin. The overall appearance of a road is called the
geometric design of the road . "The design standards for geom etric design are design hourly
volume, which is the projected hourl y volum e used for desi gn, the design speed wh ich is a
sele cted speed to determi ne the various geometric features of the roadway (depends of
functional class of the highway), the design vehicle, a vehicle selecte d to represent all

vehicles on the highway, and the cross-section elements, the elements of a highway. Cross
section elements are broken down into many cate gories and subdivisions, but each element
contributes in some capacity to the overall appearance of the road being designed."! First are
the principal elements of a highway, which consist of travel lanes, shoulders, and medians
(for multilane highways). Next are the marginal elements, which include median and
roadside barriers, curbs, gutters, guardrails, sidewalks, and side slopes. "Travel lanes , by
standard, usuall y vary from 9 - 12 ft. TI1e usable width of the shoulder is the same as the
graded width when the side slope is equ al to or flatter than 4: 1 (horizontal: vertical), as the
shoulder break is usuall y rounded to a width between four to six feet, thereby increasing
usable width."l The median is the section of a divided highway that separates the lanes in
opposing direct ions (eastbound and westbound). "The width of a median is the distan ce
between the edges of the inside lanes, including the median shoulders. The function of a
median include providing a recovery area for out-o f-control vehicles, separatin g oppo sin g
traffic, providing stopping areas, during emergencies, providing storage areas for left-turning
and V-turning vehicles, providing refute for pedestrians, reduc ing the effect of headlight
glare, and pro viding temporary lanes and cross-overs durin g maintenance ope rations. " !
For marginal elements, the re are median barriers, which is a "longitudinal system used to
prevent an errant vehicle from crossin g the portion of a divided highw ay separ atin g the
traveled ways for traffic in opposite directions. "] Medi an barriers are not always
incorporated in to roads , an.d are used prim arily for safety reasons on close quarter ed
opposite dir ection facing roads . Next are roadside barriers, which are "used to protect
vehicles from obstacles or slopes on the roadside, shield pede strians and property from the
traffic stream." ) Although interstate roads seldom run near ped estrian crossings or populated

'as, the re are some exce ptions. Roadside barriers are found mainly on overpasses and

idges. Gutters are usually located on the pavement side of a curb to and are used as the
incipal dra inag e facility for the highway. "They usually hav e cross slopes of 5 - 8 percent
dare 1 - 6ft wide." Guardrails, yet another marginal element, are "longitudinal barriers
aced on the outside of sharp curves and at sections with high fills.") Their main fun ction is
prevent veh icles from leavin g the road. "They are installed at embankme nts higher than 8

and whe n shoulder slopes are greater
an 4 : 1.,,)
Cross slopes are slopes on divided high ways, which are formed by either "crow ning the
ve rnent in each direction, or by slopin g the entire pavement in one direction" (Used for
eas wi th heavy rain and snow). Finall y, side slopes are provided on embankments and fills
provide stability for earthworks. The y also serve as a safety feature by providing a
every area for out -of-control vehicles .
Design of the alignment of a highway consists of the vertical and horizontal layouts.
depends primari ly on the design speed selected for the hi ghway. "Vertical alignment
ns ists of straight section s of the high way IG10wn as grade s, or tangents, connected by
rtical curves. The design of the vertical alignment therefore invo lve s the selection of
itable grades for the tan gent sections and the design of the vertical cu rve s.")
The horizontal alignment for a road deal s with " the strai ght sections of the road ,
own as tangents, connected by horizontal curves."! Th e curves are usually segments of
ircles, which have radii that will provide for a smooth Dow of traffic along the curve. The
esi gn of hori zontal alignment "entails the determination of the minimum radius,
eterm ination of the length of the curve, and the com putation of the horizontal offsets from

he tangents to the curve to facilitate the setting out of the curve." Th e design of a road
takes a long amount of time, is quite detailed, and must be approved by the head engineer
before application of the project can begin .
There are man y design methods devel oped by the governing institutions utili zed by
every state in the United States. Among the most popul ar are the AASHTO Flex ible
Pavement Me thod fo r asphalt concrete, AASHTO Rigid Pavement Method for cem ent
oncrete, Asp halt Institute Method, again for asph alt concrete, and the Portl and Cement
. .ssociation Method, which is self-defining.

AASHTO Flexible Pavement Design Method
A brie f profile on the AA SHTO Flexible Pavement Desi gn Meth od is based primarily
on the results of the AAS HTO road test that was conducted in Ottawa , Illinois. The factors
considered in this procedure for the design of flex ible pavement as presented in the 1993
guide are: pavement performance , traffic, roadbed soils (sub grade mat eria l), materi als of
onstruction, environment drainage, and relia bility.

AASHTO Rigid Pav ement Design Method
For AASHTO Rigid Pavement design meth od, the des cription is the somew hat
sim ilar to the previou s. Differences in thi s design procedure provides for the determination of
the pavement thickness and the amount of steel reinforcement when used , as well as the
design of j oints. It is suitable for plain concrete, simply reinfo rced concrete, and
ontinuously reinforced concrete pavements. Therefore, the factor s con sidered change to
some degree and include: pavement perfo rmance, subgrade strength, subbase strength,
traffic, concrete propertie s, drainage, and reliability.

Asp halt Institute Method

The Asphalt Institute Method is represented as a multi-layered elastic system (The
layers will react to stress with a linear relation to failure). The wheel load W is assumed to

be applied through the tire as a uniform vertical pressure, which is then spread by the
different components of the pavement structure and eventually applied on the subgrade as a
much lower stress. This procedure con sists offive main step s: Select or determine input
data, surface and base materials, minimum thickness required for input data, evaluate

feasibility of staged construction and prepare stage construction plan , carry out economic
analyses of alternative designs and select the best design.
Portl and Cement Association Pavement Design Method

The Portland Cement Association Pavement Design Method is based on the following
vo design criteria: fatigue and erosion. The fatigue component "attempts to keep pavement
stresses from repeated loads within acceptable limits to prevent fatigue cracking." The goal
of the ero sion component is to "limit the effects of pavement deflections at joints and corners
of slabs in order to control the erosion of subgrade materials." The primary factors
onsidered in the PC A design method are the "flexural strength of the concrete, sub grade and
ubbase support, and traffic load . The design period of 20 years has been commonly used in
pa vement design; however, there are circumstances where the use of a shorter or longer
design period may be warranted."
The design period is a major factor in the determination of either cement concrete or
asphalt concrete. The difference in life span of asphalt concrete and the life span of cement
co ncrete is most significant. Asphalt concrete may last for five to ten years, while cement

oncrete may last from twenty to thirty years. Howe ver, each has its own advantages and

disadvantages.
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CHAPTER 4
DESIGN DATA AND RESULTS
Description of Horizontal Alignment
The establishment of the horizontal alignment is the first step in the actual design
procedure. The design of the horizontal alignment therefore entails the determination of the
minimum radius, the determination of the length of the curve, and the computation of the
horizontal offsets from the tangents to the curve to facilitate the setting out of the curve. The
type of curve that will be used in this particular design is the simple curve. The components
of a simple curve include the radius of the circular curve, tangent length, deflection angle,
point of intersection, external distance, point of the curve, point of the tangent, and the
iddle ordinate.
The radius (R) of a given curve is a specified length that a curve follows located at a
articular point in space. The properties of a circle are always present in the layout of a
highway or any road at some point. The tangent length (T) of a curve is actually a line that

.
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passes at any point on a curve that is specific only to that particular point. Taking the
tangent of a curve from both sides of the curve at equivalent distances from the center of the
curve pave the path to the deflection angle, as well as the point of intersection. The
deflection angle (.6.) is the angle made between the points where the two tangent lengths
touch the curve and the origin of the radius. This particular property along with the radius
allows the designer to determine the length of the curve. The point of intersection is the
point where the two tangent lengths intersect each other. This point is also the point of

~~~~l~~~~tl~~w~en defermlfllnQ the e~tern~1 Jdnnce. The edem~l J~d~nc e ~ g thed~dance
from the point of intersection to the top of the curve. The point of the curve and the point of
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the middle ordinate is the distance measured from the curve to th e line that connects the point
of the curv e to the point of the tangent, known as the chord of the curve. These elements will
calculated in the setting of the horizontal alignment.

Establishment of Horizontal Alignment
Total Length of Highway: 18.67 miles
urvey from West to East
To tal Number of Curves: 4
Point 1 - Point 2 (Starting at Ramah Exit)
Length = 11.69022 mile s
Direction = NE @ 73.04 degrees w/respect to due north
Point 2 - Point 3
Length = 3.0973 miles
Direction = NE @ 82.393 1 degrees w/respect to due north
Point 3 - Point 4
Length = 2.28479 miles
Direction = SE @ 107.4198 degrees w/respect to due north
Point 4 - Point 5
Length = 0.96464 miles
Direction = SE @ 98.1 049 degre es w/respect to due north
Point 5 - Point 6 (Ending at Port Allen Exit )
Length = 0.62976 miles
Direction = SE @ 102.8446 degrees w/resp ect to due north
Curve Data
Typical Radius = 2041.67 feet
D Oa = 2° 48 ' 22.75" = DOc
Curve 1 (Connecting Point I to Point 3)
Length of Curve = 333 .2693 feet
61 = 9°21 ' 9.36"
C] = 332.8994 feet
E 1 = 6.8190 feet
M ] = 6.796 3 feet
II = 167.0056 feet
Curve 2 (Connecting Point 2 to Point 4)
Length of Curve = 891.7980 feet
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~2 = 25 ° l ' 36.12"
C2 = 884.7254 feet
E2= 49.6788 feet
ivh = 48.4987 feet
T2 = 453 .1265 feet
Curve 3 (Connecting Point 3 to Point 5)
Length of Curve = 620.7347 feet
6.) = 17° 25' 11.28"
C) = 618.3468 feet
E3 = 23.8198 feet
M 3 = 23.5451 feet
T)= 312 .7805 feet
Curve 4 (Connecting Point 4 to Point 6)
Length of Curve = 168.8938 feet
4 = 4° 44 ' 22 .92"
C4 = 168.8457 feet
E4 = 1.7477 feet
M4 = 1.7462 feet
T 4 = 84.4951 feet
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PT = point of tangent
PC = point of curv e
PI = point of intersection
E = external distance
R = Radius of circular curve
6. = deflection angle
M = middle ordinate
V = vertex
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Description of Pavement Thickness Design
The design of the thickness of the pavement for a highway is dependent on many
properties and constants. As mentioned before, the factors that affect the design of the
pavement thickness are pavement performance, traffic, roadbed soils (subgrade material),
materials of construction, environmental factors, drainage factors, and reliability according to
the AASHTO Flexible Pavement Design Method.
For pavement performance, the primary factors considered are the structural and
functional performance of the pavement. Structural performance related to the physical
condition of the pavement with respect to factors that have a negative impact on the
capability of the pavement to carry the traffic load, such as cracking, fatigue, faulting, etc.
Functional performance is an indication of how effectively the pavement serves the driver.
The main factor considered under functional performance is riding comfort. To quantify
pavement performance, a concept known as the serviceability performance was developed.
Under this concept, a procedure was developed to determine the present serviceability index
(PSI) of the pavement, based on its roughness and distress, which were measured in terms of
xtent of cracking, patching, and rut depth for flexible pavements.
The next factor that must be considered is the effect of traffic on the pavement. The
treatment of traffic load in the AASHTO design method is designed in that the traffic load
application is given in terms of the number of 18,OOO-lb single-axle loads (ESALs).
The properties of roadbed soils are the next factor to be considered in the design of
the pavement. In the AASHTO Flexible Pavement design method, the actual asphalt
avement rests on other layers of different types of soil, which is known as the base, subbase,

II
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and roadbed courses. The soil's property is defined with the resilient modulus (Mj) given by
the 1993 AASHTO guide.
The materials used for construction can be classified under three general groups:
those used for subbase con struction, those used for base con struction, and those used for
surface construction. The quality of the material used for the subb ase course is determined in
terms of the layer coefficient a3, which is used to con vert the actual thickness ofthe subbase
to an equivalent structural number (SN) . The materials selected for the base course has a
quality determined by the layer coefficient a2. The most commonly used material is a hot
plant mix of asphalt cement and dense graded aggregates with a maximum size of one inch .
The surface layer has a layer coefficient of a, and relates this coefficient of a dense-grade
concrete surface course with its resilient modulus at 68° F.
Temperature and rainfall are the two main environmental factors used in evaluating
pavement performance in the AASHTO method. The effects of temperature on asphalt
pav ements include stresses induced by thermal action, changes in creep properties, and the
effect of freezing and thawing of the subgrade soil. The effect of rainfall is due mainly to the
penetration of the surface water into the underlying material. If penetration occurs, the
properties of the underlying materials may be significantly altered. This is taken into
consideration in the design, and will discussed in the drainage section.
The effect of drainage on the performance of flexible pavements is considered in the

1993 guide with respect to the effect water has on the strength of the base material and
roadbed soil. The approach used is to provide for the rapid drainage of the free water from
the pavement structure by providing a suitable drainage layer, and by modifying the
structural layer coefficient. The modification is carried out by incorporating a factor m, for
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the base and subbase coefficients. The modification factors are based both on the percentage
of tim e during whi ch the pavement structure will be nearl y saturated and on the qual ity of
drainage, which is dependent on the time it takes to drain the base layer to 50 percent of
saturation.
It has been noted that the cumulative ESAL is an impo rtan t input to any pavement
design method. However, the determination of this input usuall y based on as sumed growth
rates, which may not be accurate. The 1993 AA SHTO guide proposes the use of a reliabi lity
factor that con side rs the possible uncertainties in traffic prediction and perform anc e
prediction. Reliability design levels (R%), which determine as surance levels that the
pavement section designed using the procedure will survive for its desi gn pe riod , have been
developed for different type s of highways. For this particular case , reliability percentage is
typ ica lly between 80 - 99.9% for interstate road s. For the design of the pavement for this
case, the AASHTO Me thod's layered analysis approach, an iterative procedure.

Establishment of Pavement Thicknesses (Asphalt Concrete)

"Note: Base and S ubbase Values were assumedfrom typical values in the Traffic &
Highway Engin eering book.
Design Vehicle: WE - 40 (Inte rmediate Semi trailer; 5 axles)
Drainage Quality des ired : :':': xcellent; water removed with in 2 hours
Assumed percent of time that pavement structure is exposed to moisture level s approaching
saturation ( 15%) -7 m value = 1.25
Lay ered Analysis Approach
SN valu es with the denoted with the asterisk are the actual values used.
I ) ADT Station 202300: 34405

Design Data
fd = des ign lane factor = 0.45
fi = truck factor for vehicles in category \VB - 40 (for this parti cular case) = 1.09
Gj l = growt h factor for a growth rate j and design period t (5% typical, 5 years) = 5.53
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ES A L = 34405(365 )(1.09)(5 .53)(0.45)

= 34 .063 x

Assumed Present Serviceability Index (llPSI)

10

6

= 2. 0 (Pi = 4 .5 Pt = 2.5 )

Desired Reliability (%) : 98, Corresponding Standard Normal Deviation (Z R): -2.054
Standard Deviation (So): 0.45 (Typical for Flexible Pavement)
Pav em ent Thickness D esign

For the E SAL load given, the AASHTO requ ired minimum asphalt thickness is 4 .0 in .
SN = a.D, + a2D2m2+ a3D3m3
Design Structural Num ber : 6.1
Resilient Value of A sp halt Cem ent = 45 0,000 psi
SN 1* = 4 .3, a , = 0.44
Re sil ient Value of Bas e Cour se Materi al = 29, 000 psi --7
Resilient Value of Subbase Course Materi al = 14,000 psi
Resilient Modulus of Soil (Subg rade Material) : (M r ) = 8413 psi
D 1* = 4. 3/0.44 = 9.77 (Us e 10 in. for thickness of surface course)
SN J * = 0.44 x 10 = 4.4
D2* ::' (SN 2 - SN 1*)/ a2m2::' (5.5 -4.4)/(0.139x 1.25)

= 6.33

(U se 7 in. for base course)

SN 2 * = 0.139 x 1.25 x 7 + 4.4 = 5.62
D3* ::' (SN3- SN 2 *)/ a-rn,

= [6. 1 -

5.62/(0.105x1.25 )]

= 3.66

(Use 4 in. for subbase)

SN 3* = 5.62 + (4 x 0 .105 x 1.25) = 6.15
Ther efo re, the pavem ent will ther ef or e cons ist of l G in. asp halt concrete surfac e, 7 in. base
course, and 4 in subbase course.
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_) ADT Station 202290 : 34010
Design Data
fd = design lane factor = OA5
fi = truck factor for vehicles in category WB - 40 (for this particular case) = 1.09
G it = growth factor for a growth rate j and design period t (5% typical, 5 years) = 5.53
ESAL = 34010(365)(1.09)(5.53)(0.45 ) = 33.672 x 106
Assumed Present Serviceability Index

(~PSI)

= 2.3 (Pi = 4.8, p. = 2.5)

Des ired Reliability (%): 98, Corresponding Standard Normal Deviation (ZR): -2.054
Standard Deviation (So): 0.45 (Typical for Flexible Pavement)
Pavement Thickn ess Design

= a.D + a2D2m2 + a3D3m3
j

Design Structural Number: 6.25
esilient Value of Asphalt Cement = 450 ,000 psi
esilient Value of Base Course Material = 29,000 psi -7 SN[ * = 4.2, a, = 0.44
esilient Value of Subbase Course Material = 14,000 psi
Resilient Modulus of Soil (Subgrade Material): (M r ) = 8413 psi
D 1* = 4.2/0.44 = 9.55 (Use 10 in. for thickness of surface course)
SN J * = 0.44 x 10 = 4.4
D2* ~ (SN 2 - SN j *)1 a2m2 ~ (5.3 - 4.4)/(0. 139x1.25) = 5.18 (Use 6 in. for base course)
T2

* = 0.139 x 1.25 x 6 + 4.4 = 5.44

D ~* ~

(SN 3- SN 2* )1 a-m, = [6.25 - 5.44/(0.105x1.25)] = 6.17 (Use 7 in. for subbase)

SN3* = 5.44 + (4 x 0.105 x 1.25) = 6.36
Theref ore, the pavement will therefore consist of JOin. asphalt concrete surface, 6 in. base
course, and 7 in subbase course.

3) ADT Station 203250: 36253

Design Data
f d = design lane factor = 0.45
f j = truck factor for vehicles in category WB - 40 (for this particular case) = 1.09
Gj l = growth factor for a growth rate j and design period t (5% typical,S years) = 5.53
6

ESAL = 36253(365)(1.09)(5.53)(0.45) = 35.892 x 10

Assumed Present Serviceability Index (6.PSI) = 2.3 (Pi = 4 .8, PI = 2.5)
Desired Reliability (%): 98, Corresponding Standard Normal Deviation (ZR): -2 .054
Standard Deviation (So): 0.45 (Typical for Flexible Pavement)

Pavement Thickness Design
N = a.D, + a2D2m2 + a3D3m3
Design Structural Number: 6.5
Resilient Value of Asphalt Cement = 450,000 psi
Resilient Value of Base Course Material = 29,000 psi -)
SN 1* = 4.4, a, = 0.44
Resilient Value of Subbase Course Material = 14,000 psi
Resilient Modulus of Soil (Subgrade Material): (M r ) = 8413 psi

OJ* = 4.4/0.44

= 10

(Use lOin. for thickness of surface course)

'N 1* = 0.44 x 10 = 4.4
O 2 * : : (SN 2- SN 1*)/ a2m2:::: (5.52 - 4.4) /(0. 139x1.25)
' .... ' 2 *

= 6.45 (Use 7 in. for base course)

= 0.139 x 1.25 x 7 + 4.4 = 5.62

0 3* :::: (SN 3- SN 2*)/ a-m, = [6.5 - 5.62 /(0.105x1.25)] = 6.70 (Use 7 in. for subbase)
SN 3* = 5.62 + (7 x 0.105 x 1.25)

= 6.54

Theref ore, the pavement will therefore consist of lOin. asphalt concrete SUI/ace, 7 in. base
course, and 7 in subbase course.
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4) ADT Statio n 2032 00: 4973 1

Design Data
fd = design lane factor = 0.45
fi = truck factor for ve hicles in category WB - 40 (for this particular case) = 1.09
G jl = growth factor for a growth rate j and desi gn period t (5% typical, 5 years) = 5.53
ESAL = 497 31(365)(1 .09)(5 .53)(0.45)

= 49.24 x

6

10

ss umed Pr esent Servi ceability Ind ex (.6.PSI) = 2.3
(Pi = 4.8, Pt = 2.5)
Desired Reliability (%): 98, Co rrespo nding Stand ard No rmal Deviati on (ZR): -2 .054
ta ndard Deviation (So): 0.45 (Typical for Flexible Pavement)

Pave ment Thi ckn ess Design

_, = a lD\ + a2D2m2+ a3D3m3
Design Structural Num ber : 6.25
es ilient Value of Asphalt Cement = 45 0,000 psi
Resilient Valu e of Base Course Mat erial = 29,0 00 psi -7 SN j * = 4.45 a , = 0.44
es ilient Value of Subbase Cour se Mat erial = 14,000 psi
Resilient Modulu s of Soil (Subgrade Ma terial): (M r) = 9 176 psi

0 1'" = 4.45 /0.44 = 10.11 = (Use 11 in. for thickness of surface course)
N 1* = 0.44 x 11 =4. 84

D1* ~ (SN 2- SN ,*)/ a2m2 ~ (5.45 - 4.84)/(0.1 39xl.2 5) = 3.51 (Use 4 in. for base cours e)
-2*
3* ~

= 0. 139 x 1.2 5 x 4 + 4.84 = 5.54
(SN 3- SN 2*)/ a-m, = [6.2 5 - 5.54/(O. 105x1.25)] = 5.41 (Use 6 in. for su bbase)

. h * = 5.62 + (4 x 0.105 x 1.25) = 6.33
71eref ore, the pavement will therefo re consist of 11 in. asphalt concrete surfa ce, 4 in. base
.ourse, and 6 in subbase course.

5) ADT Station 203190: 47609

Design Data
f d = design lane factor = 0.45
f j = truck factor for vehicles in category WE - 40 (for th is particular case) = 1.09
Gjt = growth factor for a growth rate j and design period t (5% typical, 5 years) = 5.53

ESAL

= 47609(365)( 1.09)(5 .53)(0.45) = 47. 14 x
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Assumed Present Se rviceabi lity Inde x (.6.PSI) = 2.3 (Pi = 4 .8, p. = 2 .5)
Desired Re liability (%) : 98, Corresponding Standard Normal Deviation (ZR) : -2 .054
tandard Deviation (So): 0.45 (Typical for F lexible Pavement)
Pa vement Thi ckness D esign

SN = a.D. + a2D2m2 + aJDJm J
Design Structural N umber: 6.25
Resilient Value of Asphalt Cement = 450,000 psi
SN 1* = 4.4 5, al = 0.44
Resilient Value of Base Course Material = 29 ,000 psi ~
Resilient Value of Subbase Course Material = 14,000 ps i
Resilient Modulus of Soi l (Subgrade Material): (M r ) = 9 176 ps i
D 1* = 4.45 /0.44 = 10.11 = (Use 11 in. for thickness of surface course)
l-J 1

* = 0.44 x

11 = 4 .84

D 2 * ~ (SN 2- SN 1*)/

a2 m 2 ~

(5.45 -4 .84)/(0.139x1.25) = 3.51 (Use 4 in. for base course)

N 2 * = 0.139 x 1.25 x 4 + 4.8 4

= 5.54

D 3 * ~ (SN J - SN 2*)/ a-m, = [6.25 - 5.54/(0 .105x1 .25)] = 5.41 (Use 6 in. for subbase)
",' N 3*

= 5.62 + (4 x 0.105

x 1.25)

= 6.33

Theref ore, the pavem ent will therefor e co nsist of 11 in. asphalt concrete surfa ce, 4 in. base
course, and 6 in subbase co urse.

Roadw ay Ch aracteristics and Sp ecifications
Vehicle Behavior Characteristics:
Stopping Sight Distance for Design Speed = 70 mi/h
Decision Sight Distance for Design Speed = 70 mi/h

-7
-7

730 feet (On level surface)
780 feet (On level surface)

Lane Char acteristics:
Typical Lane Width - 12 feet
Typical Outside Lane Shoulder Width - 10 feet
Typical Inside Lane Shoulder Width - 6 feet
Right of Way: 300 feet
Eastbound Lane Pavem ent Width (Lane and Should er): 40 feet
Westbound Lane Pavement Width (Lane and Shoulder): 40 feet
Median Width: 150
Extended Safe ty Zone: 35 feet (East and Westbound outside Lanes)
Considerations fo r Vertical Alignment:
The re will be no consideration for vertica l align ment due to the cut andfzll
op erations that will be taken into accou nt fo r the entire spa n ofhigh way . The aim is to
achieve a virtually level surface throughout. Only minimal changes in elevation will be
allo wed, with min imum grades ranging betw een 0.4 to 0.6 perce nt. Land elevatio ns between
this span ra ngefr om 6 to 20 feet, therefore a reason able ra nge of J4 - J8 fe et will be
des irable to avo idjlooding conditions due to freq uen t rain.
Cut and Fill Op erati on Co nsidera tions :
For level dr iving surfac e and desirable des ign app earan ce, so il fro m surrounding
areas will be extrac ted and incorp orated into the roadw ay system fo r econom ical purp oses.
However, if there is no ava ilable so il for the operation, effo rts shou ld be made to import soil
fro m an available supplier. All soil must be compa cted to a minimum of95% standard
p roc tor.
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Pavement Thickness Results
Ramah to ADT Station 202300

SN = 4.4

Surface Cou rsc

10"

SN = 5.62

Base Course

SN=6.15

Typical Cross Section Elements for Safety Factors
Center Line

Outside Lane

Inside Lane
Inside Shoulder

,

Out side Shoulder
Depth 0

Height of fil

----

~i deSlope

Original Ground

6' - 0" 12' - 0"

12' -0"

40' - 0"

10' - 0"
Ditch
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ADT Station 202300 to ADT Station 202290

10"1 I

Surface Cou rse

SN = 4.4

SN = 5.44

Base Course

I
\V

:i ~:~.J\.
--,"L4 ••

~'~~"'4'i':'~":':-f:,
~ u !l nf\~ ~~~Qu rJi~~~Alh
z:>. d.t_
~-II ..'r_-"lItli;_ -:",,~II~~~~~J;;:!!Ir~~~-...."::'~.

·I~' -.~~'"

I

SN = 6.36

Typical Cross Section Elements for Safety Factors
Center Line

Inside Lane

Outside Lane

Inside Shoulder

Outside Shoulder
Depth

Height of fil

---

.;

6'-0" 12'-0"

12'-0"

40' - 0"
Original Ground

10'- 0"
Ditch
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ADT Station 202290 to ADT Station 203250

SN = 4.4

Su r face Cuu rse

10'

SN = 5.62

Base Course

SN = 6.54

Typical Cross Section Elements for Safety Factors
Center Line

Inside Lane

Outside Lane

Inside Shoulder

Outside Shoulder

Height of fil

----

~ideSlope

Original Ground

6' - 0" 12'-0"

12' - 0"

40' - 0"

10' - 0"
Ditch
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ADT Station 2032 50 to ADT Station 203200

11'

Surface Course

SN = 4.84

SN

=

6.33

Typical Cross Section Elem ents for Safety Factors
Center Line

Inside Lane

Outsid e Lan e

Inside Shoulder

•

Outside Shoulder
Depth oYcut

Height of til

.;
----

6' - 0"

12' - 0"

12'-0"

40' - 0"

Origina l Ground

10'- 0"
Ditch
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AD T Stati on 203200 to ADT Station 203 190 (continuing to Port Allen exit )

11 "

iurfuce t.,o ursc

SN = 4.84

B ase Course

SN = 5.54

SN

= 6.33

Typical Cross Sec tion Elements for Safety Factors
Center Line

Inside Lane

Outside Lane
Outside Sho ulder

Height offi l

.;
----

6' - 0" 12' - 0"

12' - 0"

40' - 0"

10' - 0"
Ditch

CHAPTER S
CONCLUSION
Why Continue To Design and Construct?
Why continue to construct in a world that always seems so crowded? This question
may be viewed as trivial to the average individual, but the answer is quite clear to any
accomplished and experienced engineer. While pavement on highways, interstates, roads,
and even streets are eventually subject to repair and total reconstruction, one begins to
wonder why this process is not improved upon, and why projects are not halted until a better
solution is discovered to prevent these events from occurring. The answer to this inquiry is
simple. Nothing is perfect, and w hile there ma y be other material available for construction
that may be more suitable than concrete or asphalt pavement, the cost is more than likely too
high or the risk is too great due to some other phenomena. The problem is that the world
around us will never stop running, growing, developing, or expanding, and the en gineers that
deal with these problems must adjust to change and apply what they have to work with.
Econom ic and even social factors always will playa factor when it comes to the development
of any facility, it is a part of life. The engineer must strive to produce the best product at the
most reasonable price, and sometimes this effort requires sacrificing some elements that
alt hough may have made the product better, was not feasible in ev aluation of the project.
In Louisiana, where agricultural and environmental factors are a major component of
de sign, the best answer is not always the most convenient for the whole. The concept of
design is the critical component in the career of the engineer. This component of engineering
can never be mastered. However, those who manipul ate it for the best outcome are mo re
than likely most successful and more highl y recognized than those wh o may not be as skilled
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in this particular area. Open-mindedness and flexibility are the forte of the engineer, all
while incorporating sound principle into his work. Once thi s attribute is mastered, the
engineer has the best chance for a successful career.
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